Monthly Reading Schedule & Discussion Groups for MI 11: Virginia Woolf

October 2020

Mrs. Dalloway
- Pages 3-64
- Reading ends immediately before “It was awful, he cried, awful, awful!”

November 2020

Mrs. Dalloway
- Pages 64-133
- Reading ends immediately before “She had gone.”

December 2020

Mrs. Dalloway
- Pages 133-194
- Read until end of book

January 2021

To The Lighthouse
- Pages 3-73
- “The Window” Chapter, I-XIII

February 2021

To The Lighthouse
- Pages 73-143
- “The Window” Chapter, XIV - “Time Passes” Chapter X

March 2021

To The Lighthouse
- Pages 145-209
- “The Lighthouse” Chapter
Monthly Reading Schedule & Discussion Groups for MI 11: V. Woolf, cont.

April 2021

*Orlando*
- Pages 13-118
- Chapters One & Two

May 2021

*Orlando*
- Pages 119-226
- Chapters Three & Four

June 2021

*Orlando*
- Pages 227-329
- Chapters Five & Six

**MONDAY 7 pm-8:30 pm**, Facilitator: Heather Ross


**WEDNESDAY 7 pm-8:30 pm**, Facilitator: Heather Ross


**THURSDAY 3 pm-4:30 pm**, Facilitator: Anna Nardo